
After weeks of preparing our robot and prepping the drive team, we finally
demonstrated our skills at the Central Virginia Districts competition this past
Saturday and Sunday at Deep Run High School. Our whole team was excited to
watch our robot compete during the competition. At the competition, each
subgroup had a certain tasks including, fixing the robot, scouting, giving outreach
tours, updating social media, presenting award speeches, and cheering our team
on. During the qualifying matches that Saturday, our robot did not efficiently
perform the tasks we anticipated it to.We effectively  However, we recognized our
strengths and adjusted our strategy to focus on those tasks. Through much
difficulty, we made it to quarterfinals! After this competition, we aspire to do even
better at Arthur Ashe!

 

We are incredibly grateful to our sponsors for allowing us to have the opportunity
to compete in this competition. Our sponsors have provided us with support like
parts of the robot as well as funding to finance our team. Without their help,
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TALON 540 would not be in the position it is in now. Through their support and
constant advice, we are able to continue our dreams of going to Worlds!

Rookie Files
“It had a different dynamic than I expected. Everyone had something to do, no
one was bored. Although, we may not have succeeded, we learned a lot from this
competition and I’m really excited for Blacksburg! Specifically, outreach was able
to give tours to Girl Scouts. Each little girl was was very attentive and it was
entertaining to answer their questions about prospective events and bombini
bots. Overall, I believe I can say for all the rookie members that this competition
was a great experience I will never forget!.”

Elena Fitchett, Rookie Member

Entrepreneurship Award
In addition to
competing in the
quarterfinals, our
team received the
Entrepreneurship
Award! The
Entrepreneurship
Award recognizes a
team that has
developed a business
plan that exhibits the team’s endeavors to meet their objectives through an
inclusive and thorough course of action. Judges evaluated our elaborate business
plan outlining team information ranging from mentorship to financial plan. We
were thrilled to receive this award and grateful to our sponsors for allowing us to
have the opportunity to gain experience from this thrilling competition!

 

Our outreach lead, Ojas Amberkar, proclaims,  “The Entrepreneurship award is a
very prestigious award that our Outreach, Financial, and Public Relations teams
work very hard to achieve. Every year you have to apply, and I am so happy that
we have won this year! Our hard work to make intricate and detailed plans has
paid off.”
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After understanding our strengths and weaknesses during our first competition,
we plan on improving our flaws and highlighting our fortes. Each member inputted
suggestions for improvement, whether that was strategy or team spirit. With
advice from mentors and alumni, we strive to fix our shortcoming and kick bot
next competition!
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